Abstract. Swarm robotics is a number of small robots that are synchronically works together to accomplish a given task. Swarm robotics faces many problems in performing a given task. The problems are pattern formation, aggregation, Chain formation, self-assembly, coordinated movement, hole avoidance, foraging and self-deployment. Foraging is most essential part in swarm robotics. Foraging is the task to discover the item and get back into the shell. The researchers conducted foraging experiments with random-movement of robots and they have end up with unique solutions. Most of the researchers have conducted experiments using the circular arena. The shell is placed at the centre of the arena and environment boundary is well known. In this study, an attempt is made to different strategic movements like straight line approach, parallel line approach, divider approach, expanding square approach, and parallel sweep approach. All these approaches are to be simulated by using player/stage open-source simulation software based on C and C++ programming language in Linux operating system. Finally statistical comparison will be done with task completion time of all these strategies using ANOVA to identify the significant searching strategy.
Introduction
In current environment more people are subjected into hazardous work such as toxic waste clean-up, demining, search and rescue. In such a work the reliability of human life is relatively too low. In order to overcome that issue, the people are replaced with group of small robots. The group of small robots will accomplish the task at very faster and efficient manner. For this task accomplishment, various foraging behaviour is considered [1] .
Many researchers have studied the behaviour of swarm robotics system. Also they have focused on these characteristics of swarm robotics system and applied the system to concrete problems from the engineering viewpoint. But most of them resort to study the qualitative aspect of swarm robotic system. And also they have studied swarm robotics by adopting the swarm intelligence to mimic a swarm by lot of robots. In daily life social insects play some intelligent activities [3] . Also the researchers have concentrated only on random movements of robots with circular arena. The shell is placed in the centre of the circular arena. But they have not concentrated on various strategic movements of robots such as expanding square approach, expanding square with divider policy, parallel sweep approach and parallel sweep with divider policy. In this study, various strategic movements of robots and item inclusions are planned to be studied.
The objective of this study is to reduce the time consumption for searching through various strategic movements of robots with different strategies. And also to find the resource utilization, task completion time and efficiency of the system. This study will helpful to search the item in faster mode compare to random search. There is no possibility of collision and congestion in searching state and retrieving state. It will improve the system efficiency because of better utilization of resources. There is no interaction needed between robots because robots are placed at well defined arena.
Methodology
It explains about the various possible movements of robots from one stage to another stage through robot activity diagram. Also it explains about various assumptions to be followed in the foraging behaviour and various item searching techniques.
Robot Activity Diagram
In this swarm robotic system, various kinds of strategic movements are considered for the purpose of retrieving item to the shell. The possible robot activity was described in figure 1.
Item seen
Item collected 6. Position of shell is well known.
Foraging Algorithm
Step 1: Start the program.
Step 2: Enable the port address.
Step 3: Calling the robots by the address R1, R2, R3, R4.
Step 4: Initialize variables Count=0, Delay time=2 Sec, Total number of item N=20, Bitmaps.
Step 5: Robots R1, R2, R3, R4 wandering.
Step 6: If any one of the robots R1, R2, R3, and R4 detects the item, it goes to step 7. Otherwise, it goes to step 5.
Step 7: Robot move to the item.
Step 8: If any other robots contact with the item means it enters into the ignore state. After delay of 2 Sec it goes to step 5. Otherwise, it goes to step 9.
Step 9: Robot makes physical connection with the item.
Step 10: Robot move to the shell.
Step 11: Robot release the item in the shell.
Step 12: If total count less than the total number of item means it goes to step 5. Otherwise it goes to step13.
Step 13: Print the total task completion time for a given arena.
Step 14: Stop the program.
Various Item Searching Strategies
Different types of item searching strategies are given below. 
Straight Line Approach
In this approach, the arena is divided into four sub elements. The shell is placed at bottom of the each sub elements boundary line. Also item is positioned throughout the environment. In this environment obstacles also placed. This environment is to be simulated and also total task completion time has to record.
Divider Approach
In this approach, the arena is divided into four sub elements. Here the shell is placed at each sub elements left corner side. The robot will search the item at allocated area only and do not interrupt with others. At last this environment is to be simulated and also total task completion time has to record.
Parallel Sweep Approach
In this approach, the arena is sweep in nature. Here, the shell is placed at bottom or top of the boundary line. Alternate search is possible in this approach. Finally this environment is to be simulated and also total task completion time has to record.
Expanding Square Approach
In this approach, the arena like square in nature. But square expands from one end to another end. Here also the shell is placed at either side of boundary line. Item and obstacles are placed throughout the environment. At end this environment is to be simulated and also total task completion time has to record.
Parallel Line Approach
This is similar to the straight line approach. In this case the arena is subdivided into eight elements. The shell is placed at top and bottom of the boundary line. Here the number of robots is high. This will applicable only, if the environment large in nature.
Simulation setup
For simulation Arena size, Number of robots, Strategy and Arena was described in table 1. 
Factorial design and strategy comparison

Introduction
When the number of factor increases, the number of experimental runs would be very large. Especially in the screening experiments conducted to develop new processes or new products, the number of factors considered will usually be large since the experimenter has no prior knowledge on the problem. Because resources are usually limited, the experimenter may restrict the number of replications. When only one replication is obtained, we will not have the experimental error for testing the effects.
Factor identification
In item searching mode a lot of factors that affects the robot performance. Here a strategy only plays a major role or any other factors are significantly contributed towards this robot performance. For this performance analysis, we considered the following factors namely Speed, Size of Arena, Number of Robots and Type of Strategy.
Factors Level Selection
Each factor was tested at two levels (low level and high level). The maximum allowable speed for the robot in the simulation is 1.0 m/sec. beyond that speed limit robot may collide with other robots or congestion will be possible. But the size of the arena, type of strategy and number of robots will be any according to their experimenter interest. Factors level is given in the 
Inference from factor identification
From this analysis, we noticed that in item searching mode apart from the strategies there are several factors plays a major role. But speed level, size of the arena and number of robots most significantly contributed towards this item searching mode. In order to avoid the collision and congestions, the experimenter must consider these three parameters for designing the experiment.
Various strategies item detection time comparison
It is very essential part in the simulation. Strategy that gives minimum item detection time based on the speed level, number of robots and size of the arena that should be the best strategy. For various strategies item detection time comparison is given in 
